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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND AND SOURCE OF PROBLEM
I. BJTRODUCTICN
The problem of juvenile delinquency is not entirely a new
problem. It is not peculiar to the modem world alone. There have
always been bad boys, bad girls, child criminals. Much research has
been dene on the various causes, explanations, and factors leading
to crime and delinquency. Much more has been written of efforts to
prevent crime, both juvenile and adult. Social work, boys clubs,
guidance centers, psychiatrists, probation officers, juvenile courts,
employment centers, all have contributed their part toward preven-
tion. Delinquency, however, is still with us. Research, there-
fore, must go still further.
This study is intended to be a comparison of two groups \
of court offenders, cne a recidivist group and the other a group of \
first offenders. Both groups will be over thirteen years of age an^
under fifteen.
II. PURPOSE CF STUDY
An attempt will be made to focus attention on the fol-
lowing:- (1) an analysis of the factors leading to the drastic
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Sfvri rfo'tEfBft'i .eleniiiLbio blxiio tSlix^ bed bed nosd ay/wis
^nibTf»I 8'toiosl bne ^sfnoiinnBloxft tsosnuo BucbTiBV oriJ no «rcfa ipod
Ou eiio‘!i9 lo roiirw n?9d enri •’loai rfoi/H .yon.^ypnilftb bn£ ?^Tbn oi
jRdnIo eyed t>l7ow Isioob .ili/bt bns ^.QnRvnf. riiaf i£jov?>'iq
ei/inoo slJtnsvirt teisomo nolifidorro ^eieiiif iMox«T tBTeiroo ooxxtxiJS
-rM»v«nq brswoi i^sq 'ibs'/li beiJUtilTinon sverf ITk tS-icJnsjo imOTcIrna)
,do^6?«9H .Bii riii^' f-ltie «x .Tiv^vvod ^^cort-upotlsa .rioii
^
.asrid^xfl XXiis og icum t»'ro1
Eqwoia lo noai'txofnoo a fxJ oi fa?br»Jni s t ybwie eLdT
lo auo'm B 'iRflio adi bnB qtms ieivibioai b arc ,fnabn?llo iii'oo ’>o-
.bns V\B lo neaiT[l.ii irvo ad I£.tw V.qi/crt^ rfloQ .Eiafcnallo if'-rf''
.naailtl n^bfuj
ruuTd V 'diionyji^ ,ii
-lol arid no noxinaiic eirool oi aber? ad fliw icmaiiB n^-
oliSB'ifc eili oJ snlbx-aX btoJobI arid lo «i2«:lBiv nt (I) -rgrtvol j
increase in the number of court offenders between age thirteen and
fifteen; (2) prevention of further offenses through concentration
of effort on first offenders at this crucial age level; and (3)
through the use of accurate guidance at pre-adolescent ages, in
channeling gregariousness and gang spirit to more socially healthful
activities, it is hoped to prevent court appearance.
Early in the career of the Society for the Improvement of
Prison Discipline and for the Reformation of Juvenile Offenders,
organized in London in 1815, we find that it conducted what we now
call research into the causes of delinquency. Its list of causes
sounds much like the same type of inquiry today:
—
homelessness, parental neglect, abnormal fani
relations; want of mental, moral, and religious
education; want of employment and dislike of work,
destitution; the corrupting influence of prisons,
"flashhouses" of drink, debauchery, and all manner
of wickedness; and the fairs in and about London,
where temptation seduced young lads into thefts, f
which their subsequent comitment to prison sealed
their ruin, ^
The recent or modem situation with regard to juvenile
crime in the United States seems well summed up as follows:
ni, EARLY LITERATURE
Youthful offenders are an especially serious
factor in the critae problem of the country. Young
^Enoch C, Wines, State of Prisons (Cambridge, Mass,:
J. C. Wilson & Son 1880), p, 75*
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vX/j'’j3‘'l Iptrtoijdxj »dooX:»9ii L^dnst^q teeoiTseoXofiiori
aifoigilsT bne ^Xs'ror. tlidnoiX’ lo dnijw janoldsI^T
la ojiiXaib bnB Jnotovplqae 'lo dnew •^r.oitRoi^h/i
tCnoaiiq lo oononl'int r :idqi.'i*ioo •^rid jnoXdpdXdesb
•toruifrn XIp. bns .'.noriDi-'Rdob ^Mninb lo ''soancriiiesX'i"
' ^^ofcnoJ diJodf> bnB al cii*! orid bno leeonbojfaiw
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suoinoB ’cHexoaquo at; aiobna't'io IwlridooY
^nuoY .' idmioo arid '!' .'nojd'nq stclir arid nx irdOBY
r.snsK jaAbliclrwO) anoe H- 'to .a dOvtS ,D riocnS"^
.’^V .q ^(08bX nof: * .noeIxV. .0
people between fifteen and twenty-one years of age /
constitute only 13 per cent of our population ahov^
fifteen but their share in the total anraunt of
j
serious crime committed far exceeds their proper-
j
tionate representation. They are responsible for <
approximately 26 per cent of our robberies and !
thefts; they constitute some 40 per cent of our j
apprehended burglars, and nearly half of our auto-r
mobile thieves. Boys from seventeen to twenty are
arrested for major crimes in greater number than
persons in any other four-year group. They come
into court, not for petty offenses, but for serious
crime, twice as often as adults of thirty-five to
thirty-nine; three times as often as those of forty-
five to forty-nine; five times as often as men of
fifty to fifty-five. Nineteen year olds offend more
frequently than persons of any other age, with eight-
een year olds next, Iforeover the proportion of
youths less than twenty-one in the whole number of
persons arrested, has increased by 15 per cent dur-
ing the past three years, 108,857 not yet old enough
to vote were arrested and finger-printed last year, '
When we look at the causes of this alarming state j
of affairs, we find there are two major causes: (1) /
forced idleness and unemployment among the youth of
the land; and (2) the disinclination to accept hard
work even when available. We are quite aware that-
the old family discipline has all but disappeared
from the city and is rapidly breaking down in the
country; hence, the former restraints upon youthful
criminality are being reduced at the very moment
when the incentives to juvenile delinquency are be-^
coming more marked and potent. Moreover, the grow- \
ing complexity of civilization of urban life, and \
better facilities for both formal and informal educa-^^
tion are bringing about a spirit of premature sophis-',
tication and adventure in youth. In short, they entej5
the stage of adult experience, or at least adult ex-
perimentation, at a far earlier age than before and
with less traditional discipline to restrain them. ^
Thorsten Sellin, "The Criminality of Youth," Prison
Journal
. 57-58, April-July, 1940.
^ Harry Elmer Barnes and Negley K. Teeters, New Horizons
in Criminology (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., Revision 1947), p. 113.
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Thus it seems that not only has there been bad children down through
the years but the circumstances and causes contributing to their
difficulties have been similiar. In addition it would appear from
these previous statements that many, in fact a majority of our major
crimes, are committed by those who a very few years earlier had been
numbered among our juvenile law breakers. Constant research into
those same causes and problems that worried people nearly a century
and a half ago, and continues to worry Americans today, is necessary
if proper prevention programs are to be undertaken for the elimination
of juvenile delinquency,
IV. SOURCE OF PROBLEM
In a statistical summary at the Boston Juvenile Court the
following table was brought to light:
rwoJb .'ift'ibfirio fasi n»«d f»isr{d arr{ ion irdi ert3o;i ii soifT
nit>dJ c.i ^iniiwdx'finoo ae&VBO bae e^d/ieismiuo'rio niid iiirf s-ib©'# erti'
nr-n'l 'tae-a<'>: t>lJjow ii noiiibfoc nl .‘i£i fiir-ie ir-*>d ev^rf ct*tib
1UO Jo '{irio',A-n r iofi'l !''! tynuri i/jrii e^n»ae>i£ie eoojhrenq
n<*sd hiirf •Tiftv e oiiv; -siiorii b^diinsmoo yi/ 4eattr^*;r»
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noiirwii'axX# »rii nol nejiRiiftbou ad oJ- aic E^lR^30'(q rtoXinavyiq 'laqoiq 'lx
.
vofi«iJDr:iXab a.f inwut 'o
^i3i^i..'r! TJ .v:
arid J-ix/oC aX^iiavob noisoS axii cf/. %rf-vaxxB f£ri ieiiaic a ill
ririiiil oi ixtaocid ecw aidei sniwoIXcl
TABLE I
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF OFFENDERS ARRAIGNED BEFORE THE BOSTC^J JUVENILE






7-10 Years 52 — 52
11 and 12 Years 62 11 73
13 Years 47 18 65
14 Years 91 32 123
15 Years 110 45 155
and over 116
, , .59, ....125
Note: Age of offenders is determined as of last birthday before
arraignment
•
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It can be seen from Table 1., p. 5 that, while the number
of male and female offenders increases throughout adolescence, the
sharpest increases for both boys and girls lies between ages thirteen |
and fifteen where the number of offenders in both categories is practi- J
cally doubled. Girls aopear before the court much later than boys. No
girl under ten appeared in 1946. Their number at the age of eleven and
twelve is rather small, but increases very sharply from there on. The
number of boys remains fairly even under the age of fourteen and ex-
periences an increase thereafter. However, the tendency to increase
is not as sharp as in the case of girls. The greatest increase in
number of offenders seems to occur during the pubertal period, which
coincides also with the transition from the eighth grade to high
school, a period which on one hand presents new demands on the young
individual and cai the other induces him to seek for more freedom from
parental authority.
The following table, published by the Children's Bureau in
Washington, tends to confirm the figures of the Boston Juvenile Court
and show that the abrupt increase at the thirteen to fifteen age
period is not a local phenomenon nor peculiar to one year alone.
orlit rliriv $ .q sldi^T e’en'. n»»c so ii£^' JI
9ii3 ,sjf:?orsloi:r. .-trofi^L-enri^ evaes'toni c-iai^n^Tlo olfinol bm 1o
nesiTiiriJ noowJscf esif elni:'" bnc e\’0'^ riJ^eef 'to'! eeano'ic.ii cfsscTFrfa
-ivTOf iq si esi'iojioifo rfioo n.fc eisbi^pllo lo iT-dNUin r,dJ yieriw rrr f*'
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.XdlnoddLij J>.do'*'iRft
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TABLE II
JUVIKILE DELINQUENCY CASES, 1945; AGES OF BOYS AND OF GIRLS WHEN RE-
FERRED TO COURT, IN CASES DISPOSED OF BY 374 COURTS *
Juvenile Delinquency Cases
Number Per Cent
Age of child when
referred to court Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
Total cases 122.851 101,240 21.611
Age reported 110.415 91,435 18,980 100 100 100
Under 10 years 4,172 3,763 409 4 4 2
10 years, under 12 8,032 7,3U 721 7 8 4
12 years, under 14 18,362 15,558 2,804 17 17 15
14 years, under 16 40,872 32,645 8,227 37 36 43




_9.3Q5 2,^1 — — —
# Social Statistics, Juvenile Court Statistics, 1945, United
States Children's Bureau, Washington, D, C., p. 11.
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While the age periods selected by the Children's Bureau is
slightly different from that used by the Juvenile Court, the period
selected by each is sufficiently close to be significant for the
purposes of this study.
The Children's Bureau figures for 1946 have not yet been
released for publication at this time, however the percentages are
similiar to the 1945 figures for both boys and girls.
». This study will devote its attention to the drastic in-
crease of boy court offenders between thirteen and fifteen. Many
factors have allegedly been responsible for this increase. This
study is to show what we feel are the crucial factors in the increase
and >*dch we hope will be borne out by the results of the study.
It would seem to follow from logical deduction that the in-
crease after thirteen must be due to first offenders. If this in-
crease were due to the first offenders from the previous year the
nunber of recidivists would not be much greater than those from the
twelve-year-old group, but certainly it would not be twice as large.
Thus interest would seem to be pointed toward boys who appear as
first offaiders in the thirteoi to fifteen age group. We also would
like to compare them with recidivists at the same age level. The hy-
pothesis being that different factors will be at work between these
groups.
This study does not claim to be novel or different in fo-
cusing attention on the jump in court offenders at the thirteen to
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fifteen age level. The Children's Bureau has been publishing statis-
tics on court offenders for years and in 1942 issued the statement
that during the past ten years the age distribution had been virtually
constant. This study is particularly interested in the guidance of
boy delinquents and the discovery through research or any other means,
new, plausible, scientific attacks, upon the problem of child delin-
quency which will aid in its elimination or at least its diminution.
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CHAPTER II
THE PRCBIEM:- RESEARCH PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES
I. TIME ELEMENT CHOSIK
It was the original intent of this study to confine itself
to consideration of the offenders who had appeared before the court
in either one month or in three months of the year 1946. The year
1946 was chosen because it was post-war, thus avoiding to some ex-
tent the abnormal strains and tensions of the war period. Many of
^
the boys were over the age limits at vrtiich the most drastic increases
occur. Some were too young. Others had been recorded in the docket
but had never appeared in court. Still others, for reasons of the
court, were not available for study. Thus the one or three-month
study originally thought sufficient in number to be significant, was
perforce eventually extended to include the entire year 1946 with, of
course, the above exceptions,
II. CHOICE CF FACTORS
In addition to the age factor, which treats of boys Wno had
reached age thirteen but who had not yet become fifteen years of age, |
the beginning study hoped to include factors as, behavior in school, J
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results of mental tests, personality characteristics, relations to
parents and siblings. Because some of these factors were not found
common to most cases, it was found necessary to exclude them. Others
were found too all-encompassing for the purposes of a study such as
this.’* Eventually the following factors were chosen because of their
significance and because they were found most likely to be common to
all cases considered:- (1) age at court appearance; (2) comparison
of offenders according to number of offenses; (3) offense for >4iich
boy appeared before court; (4) area of city in vhich boy lives; (5)
econcanic condition of home; (6) position in and size of family; (7)
record of truancy, school grades, retardation; (8) religious affil-
iation; (9) group affiliation and (10) offense committed as indivi-
dual or as a member of group. Data concerning these factors have
been procured (1) fran the records of the Boston Juvenile Court; (2)
from case histories of the Boston Juvenile Court; (3) from school
reports; and (4) from interviews with parents and guardians.
III. SELECTION OF CASES
Cases have been selected primarily according to age and
vAiether first offenders or recidivists. As already has been men-
tioned, cases of boys are selected whose offenses have occurred after
their thirteenth and before their fifteenth biilhday. An equal num-
ber of first offenders aid recidivists should be treated. By reci-
divists is meant those offenders having two or more court appear-
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the Age Distribution Table of the Boston Juvenile Court, January 1
1946 to Decenfcer 31, 1946. Table III, p. 5o
IV, ASSUMPTIONS MADE
In undertaking this study is was assumed that results will
indicate the following:- (1) different factors are at work between
first offenders aid recidivists at the thirteen and fifteen age level;
(2 ) among these factors are the strains and tensions of adolescenc(
and the tendency to break away from home influences and become a m<
ber of an organized or an unorganized group or gang; (3) the home
situation of first offenders at thirteen to fifteen is better than
that of first offenders at 3^unger ages.
increasing steadily until age sixteen but show drastic jumps between
thirteen and fifteen; (2) malign maturation takes place at these
ages among court offenders; (3) a greater funneling of guidance pi
cesses and effort is necessary at ages below thirteen and between
thirteen and fifteen to help prevent the sharp jumps in first offend-
ers at the thirteen to fifteen age levels; and (4) greater effort on
the part of youth agencies and groups is necessary to keep youth in-
terested in organized group rasmbership during this critical period.
V. CONCLUSIONS EXPECTED
this study:- (1) statistics do not show the number of delinquei
The following conclusions are expected as a result (
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VI. FREVIOUS STUDIES
While there is much written cn the subject of age in delin-
quency studies and in criminology it is seemingly inconclusive and
in disagreement, although the authors consulted are outstanding in
1 ^
their particular fields of study. For instance, Sutherland says
J
The juvenile court statistics show the number of /
delinquents increasing steadily until age sixteen and
|
boys’ court statistics show the same process until 1
eighteen or nineteen. Thus there is no sharp break ' I
at the age of puberty , though this is often assumed |
to be a period of personal disorganization. ^
Ch the other hand Reckless says, "The age factor is revealed
by a graph which shoots precipitously up through the adolescent years.
reaches its peak in the young adult ages and tapers off with advancing
age thereafter.”
3
The Gluecks in their study say ”One boy was arrested at
the age of 6, 71 or 7.1^ at 11 or 12 years; 270 or 27 , 2% at age 13
or 14; 159 or 16% at 15 or 16 and U% at age 17, the mean being 11
years, 11 months.”
According to Banay ^ however
^Edwin H. Sutherlarid, Principles of Criminology (New York:
J. B. Lippincott Co., 1939)
2>/alter C. Reckless, Criminal Behavior (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1940) p. 97.
^Sheldcxi and Eleanor T. Glueck, One Thousand Juvenile Delin-
quaits (Cambridge: University Press, 1934) P» 97.
^Ralph S. Banay, Youth in Despair (New York: Coward-McCann,
Inc., 194S) p. 83.
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Analysis of annual reports publi^ed by the Childrens'
Bureau produces a different set of figures.
Age Boys




16 and over 20.6 %
British studies show that the occurrence of delin-
quency among boys is greatest in the 14-16 year age
bracket, but it exceeds only sli^tly the incidence
in the 10-15 year-old bracket.
These few quotations from the literature on the subject show
to some extent the disagreement in interpretation of statistics on
age, >hich exists among the authors in this field,
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The records in 417 cases of boy offenders in the Boston
Juvenile Court between January 1, 1946 and December 31 , 1946 were
read and checked and of these only ninety-eight were found suita-
ble for this study. Of the ninety-ei^t, fifty-five were found to
be first offenders and forty-three were recidivists. This chapter
will attempt to compare the recidivists and first offenders, using
the ten factors listed cn page 11. Chapter II, as a basis for com-
parison.
I. AGE AT COURT APPEARANCE
The following table compares the Wo groups according to
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Offenders IZ.- 0-27 14.4 13-1- 1 14-11-28
Recidivists 14- 4-18 14.14 13-1-10 14-11-27
Recidivists at
First Offense 11-10-28 11.78 8-3- 2 14- 2-25
Entire Group 14- 2-11 14.39 13-1- 1 14-11-28
Ill 3.IHAT.
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iTumixf-4
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It may seem, since the study is confined to a rather narrow
age group, that no significant or interesting observations might be
made. However in Table III, page 16., it is noted that the mean age
of the recidivists at time of refel^ in 1946, is higher than that i
of first offenders and yet not high enough to assume that they could
|
not have ccme within this age group at the time of their first offense,
‘in trying to find significant ages from the guidance point of
view, it might be well to note the mean age of reference of recidivists
at the time of first offense. This is eleven years, ten months and
twenty-ei^t years. Yet the minimum is close to eight years. Thus it
would seem that guidance of a social nature should have its beginning
in school in the very first grade with concentration centered on pre-
adolescent and adolescent ages. School is specified since it would —
seem that youth agencies would, fail to reach many of the extremely
low-age groups and apparently the homes have not succeeded in offer-
ing the necessary guidance to turn these youngsters from the sort of
adventure >hich leads to court appearance, *
The mean age of the entire group compares favorably with
the significant age grouping of the Children's Bureau in their Social
Statistics Publications, the Statistical Summary of the Boston Juve-
nile Court for 1946 and the figures shown for a ten-year period, 1938-
1947, in a statistical study made at the Boston Juvenile Court, It
is also noted that the maocimum age at the time of first offense for'J
recidivists was fourteen years, two months and twenty-five days.
Thus it would seem that this fellow must have appeared in court a
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second time, very soon after his first offense, since the maximum
age under consideration was fourteen jrears, eleven months, twenty-
eight days. Several recidivists came within this category. The
necessity for a very special type of guidance for this type of offender
was recognized by the court vhen in 1936 it first organized The Citi-
zenship Training Department of the Court, an agency vdiich studies the
bey mentaii-Jy, physically, and in various activities and nakes recom-
mendations based on a complete case study,
II. COMPARISON OF OFFENDERS ACCORDING
TO NUMBER OF OFFENSES.
The names of all children brou^t before the Boston Juvenile
Court are checked with the Massachusetts Department of Probation (a
centralized, statistical and indexing agency for all Massachusetts
courts) for the purpose of finding whether the offender has had a
prior appearance in any Massachusetts court. Fifty-five of the
offenders in the age group studies here, were found to have no
appearances prior to 1946 and thus were to be considered as first
offenders. Those offenders having one or more court appearance
prior to 1946 were considered recidivists. Forty-three boys came
within this category.
The Gluecks ^ found that of 1,000 juvenile court offenders
^Sheldon and Eleanor T. Glueck, Juvenile Delinquents Grown
U£ (New York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1940) p. l6.
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only 374 boys had no prior appearance in court. This is at variance
vdth the findings in this study. It diould be pointed out, however,
that the group studied by the Gluecks were boys who were sent to the
Judge Baker Guidance _Csa^^ of poor adjustment on probation in
the court, or because of unusual circumstances in the offense for
which thej’’ were brought to court. More often than not the evidence
of their non-adjustment was subsequent appearance in court. Thus it
cannot be c<xisidered that the Glueck study represented a true cross
section of the male offenders.
Rarely is it pointed out that the cases studied
were not typical of the total work of the court
and, as the Gluecks point out, only when he felt
really puzzled or saw that the juvenile before him
obviously had some physical or mental handicap
would he (Judge Cabot) refer him to the clinic
for examination, 2
The excess of first offenders over recidivists in our
study vould tend to confirm our contention in Chapter I that the
increase in number of court offenders, after age thirteen, is due
to first offenders. From a percentage standpoint, 56 per cent of^
all the offenders in this age group were first offenders,
III. REASCN FCR REFERRAL
The ninety-ei^t boys included in this study appeared
before the court for twenty different reasons or offenses. Six
offenses were common to both recidivists and first offenders. Six
^Hon. John F, Perkins, Conanon Sense and Bad Boys and Other
Essays (Boston: The Citizenship Training Department of the Boston
Juvenile Court, 1946) p. 12,
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reasons were listed among first offenders alone and eight offenses
were committed only by the recidivists.

TABLE IV

















Larceny 21 19 38.2 44.2 40.5
Runaway 20 n 36.4 16.3 27.7
Br. & Enter,
& Larceny 2 k 3.6 9.3 6.2
0th ers 12 13 21.8 30.2 25.6
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As can be seen from Table IV, page 21 the most frequent
offenses were larceny, running away, and breaking and entering and
larceny, in that order. Among the offenses listed as •'Others** onl^
four occurred as often as twice, indecent assault and assault and
battery hy first offenders, shining shoes without a license and
attempted robbery among the recidivists. All others occurred only
on ce ,
Juvenile Court, research into reason for reference between 1938 and
1947 diows that of 5>218 offenses, larceny was committed by 1,755,
second in order was violation of municipal ordinances, with 1,060.
Breaking and entering was third in order with 702, runaways were
fourth with 689. Thus it would seem that this study showed a defi-
nite agreement with the ten-year study in number of referrals in
larceny and runaways and some agreement in the offense of breaking
was not listed as such b\it as they appeared on the docket, for ex-
ample:- receiving contributions on a public street, lining sho
without a license. If listed as violation of municipal ordinan
this offense would have taken precedence over breaking and entering
aid larceny aid thus would tend towards greater agreement with the
ten year study.
In an unpublished work still under study in the Boston
aid entering. In this study the vie
In the GSLueck study it was found
in the Boston Juvenile Court that in 71.1 per cent of
cteori 15 sv^sq ^VI s.lifsT ino'il n»?*8 ?»cl ixo an
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blip iXuaaeB fcriB ilupaeii Jnfios'bni ^9ohi<i es ooJ-lo bb fcaTiL'ooo li'o'l
bnxi oea-ioil e iaodJ-xw sporir. :^. cnirie ^eaflbnjsllo d'E'iil ys-^
vino b«‘'i'Uj:>DO cncriJo IIw .a jeivrbxop*! arlJ" it-nocfiB \'t?cfdo*i b»Jq.t.<»Jd6
.
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•asw tSOV ridiw '190*10 a.t bnirid ?bw ^nrtsdas boB
-i'tsb £ fcsvode Y^>bda exa'd dcfld usse biwov? di ex^rTT ,9'^'d rid V rid'txjol
ni elB'i'isls'i lo 'isd;nxia ni ^>jjda ipait-nsd srid ridxw dmiissisjo
:|ni5ir,s'id lo aano'no srid ni darjisATap sraoe box e^ivenm bftx> v.nc'O'i.^I
Boonp'ixtno .Jjsqi oinwi 'lo noidPloiv arid ’'^'adc airid nl .gi.'X'isd a* bree
-X9 'lol jdsjioob srid no hii'iBrcqe y:**rid bb -dPd. riowt es bsdeiX don ebw
esoria ^niniife ^d9s'ld8 oildnq p. no anoidna i'ldnco \ ii-cvrscsn: -:»CciCB
{’.ootiBnibio iBoioini'fH lo noidclorv es bsdai.L II .oensoxi s duoridiv
gni'isdns b/is snt>lB!‘'*id *iovo sonobsosaq n»>lBd wjsfi bijjow sano^lo e ^rid
arid ridiw dnsjcspisB B^*if>wod bnsd blrav enrid bit>
.'CbodE iEn\ r»d
bifljcl B6W dx \;bjjde xosnXO oriJ nl
lo dooo 'I'Ki X.XV ni dprid d'U/oO pXirevx'X nodsoQ arid at
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the cases the most characteristic offenses were
against paroperty; in 1,2 per cent, offenses against
chastit-m : in 2.2 per cent, offenses against the
public welfare, in 2 cases (2 per cent), crimes
against the person. In 6,5 per cent of the cases
no one type of anti- social behavior was predominant,
two or more kinds of offenses appearing to be of
equal weight in their early criminal careers. In
18,8 per cent of the cases the most frequent of-
fenses were not classifiable in any of the above
categories being of the kind typically designated
as juvenile offenses—stubborness, malicious mis-
chief, running away from home, school truancy and
the like. 3
The United States Childrens’ Bureau^ found that in 1935,
jl in the reason for reference of boys to court that 42 per cent of boys
appeared for stealing, 19 per cent for acts of carelessness or mis-
chief, 10 per cent for traffic violation, with truancy and running
away next in order. Kvaraceus ^ shows that 49 per cent of the boys
referred to the Passaic Bureau were seen for reason of some sort of
stealing.
Nearly eveiy study of delinquency devotes some time to
offenses and then, vrfiat is more important, to the reasons why such
behavior takes place. At this point in this study, however, a com-
parison of recidivists and first offenders will be pointed up as





^’’Social Statistics,” Juvenile Court Statistics. United
States Children's Bureau. (Washington, D, C.: 1945), p. 11.
^/illiam C, Kvaraceus, Juvenile Delinquency and the School
(Yonkers on Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1945) Table 3, p. 35*
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If the numbers alone are considered in the offense of lar-
ceny, then no apparent difference is noted in a comparison of first
offenders and recidivists. If the offense of breaking and entering
and larceny are grouped together and called crimes against property,
then numbers are the same for both groups. The percentages wuld
differ somewhat, A smaller percentage of the first offenders seem ^
to commit crimes against property. It is among the runaways that we
seem to find observable differences, only seven recidivists being
involved in this delinquency and twenty first offenders. J.
If would seem, therefore, that running away is committed to 1
a greater extent by first offenders than by recidivists and crimes
against property are more likely to be committed by recidivists. It
^
mi^t also be assumed that running away is less serious than larceny
or breaking and entering. Miss Merrill ^ says however.
In the interest of determining whether any par-
ticular type of offense is apt to be associated with
recidivism, we have tabulated all of the known of-
fenses for our 300 delinquents. There were 518 of-
fenses of which we have record during the period of
these observations. Of this total, 309 (59.7 per
cent), were offenses against property. The next
largest single category is being beyond parental
control Wiich includes 18,3 per cent of the of-
fenses, Our purpose of comparing single offenders
with recidivists to determine vhat percentage of
the children who are brou^t in for each type of
offense become repeated offenders is rendered
invalid because there are too few cases in some
of the catabories to make our comparison meaning-
ful. The category whidn includes offenses against
property (theft) caan be broken down into two -sub-
categories to afford a somewhat more detailed
^Maud A. Merrill, Problems of Child Delinquency (Boston:
Houston Mifflin Company 1947) pp. 29^297.
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analysis. It is of interest to note that 40 per cent i
of the chiidrai brou^t in for stealing r^ciciivat»y»^ I
as against 52 per cent of those whose offense is ^
burglary, which involves breaking and entering. Of
course, burglary is not necessarily a more serious
offense than stealing. Taking $200 from a cash
drawer of a store where a child works after school
is stealing. Breaking into the neighborhood store
through a locked screen door and taking lollypops
is burglary. The burglary category is the only one
in which the recidivists outnumber the single of-
fenders. We found no significant difference be-
tween our single offenders aid recidivists when
they were compared cn the basis of the type of
court action in each case.
Thus it would seem that the type of offense might be used
as a predictive factor in recidivism not alone based on the results
of this study but also based on Miss Merrill's results. ^
IV. HOME AREA OR NEIGHBORHOOD OF OFFENDERS
The Boston Juvenile Court is situated close to the heart of
Boston's business, industrial, and entertainment areas. It is per-
haps to be expected that many of its delinquents would develop from
the dilapitated housing conditions to be found close by. In addi-
tion, the bright li^ts aid attractions of commercialized entertain
ment magnetize the visiting runaway and the juvenile in search of
adventure, thus attracting many boys from homes outside the city.
The geographical situation of the offenders' homes is best illus-
trated by the following table and Table VI. on page 27,
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Roxbury 7 12.9 10 23. 17 __ 17.3
Greater Boston 10 IS.l 5 11.6 15 15.3
South End 8 14.5 5 11.6 13 13o3
Other States 7 12.9 3 6.9 10 10.2
North End 4 7.2 5 11.6 9 9.2
West End 3 5.5 4 9.2 7 7.2
Charlestovn 3 5.5 4 9.2 7 7.2
Massachusetts 5 9.0 1 2.2 6 6.1
South Boston 4 7.2 2 4.6 6 6.1
East Boston 1 1.8 3 6.9 4 4.1
Dorchester 1 1.8 1 2.2 2 2.0
Allston 1 1,8 0 0. 1 1.0
Brighton 1 1.8 0 0. 1 1.0
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TABLE VI
TEU YEAR TOTAL OFFEKBERS BY DISTRICTS
District All Male Per Cent
Back Bay 86 67 1.48
West End 1.194 860 19.09
North End 782 566 12.56
South End 1.293 880 19.5
Charlestown 157 130 2.88
East Boston 173 ILl 3.1
Dorchester 309 197 4.37
South Boston 339 243 5.6
Roxbunr 709 494 10.97
Britton
.5.1 . 35 . .76
Jamaica Plain 60 39 .85
Ro siindale 32 16 .34
West Roxbury 14 11 .23
Hyde Park 13
. 7 .14
Suburban Boston 652 360 7.99
CXatside 917 457 10.14
Total 6.781
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It will be noticed according to Table V. page 26 that a much
larger percentage of first offenders come from Greater Boston, Massachu-
setts and other States, This, no doubt, is due to the number of run-
aways included in the first offenders. The recidivist group tends to
agree to a greater extent with the ten-year study of the court in the
percentage of offenders from the various districts. Table VI. page 27.
The unusually large percentage of Roxbury offenders in this study is
explained only by the fact that the Roxbury district is number four
in the ten-year study and normally a large number of delinquents is
expected from that area. In addition the members of one gang of boys^
were brou^t before the court during the year at various and subse-
quent times.
The literature on this subject of neighborhood or marginal
areas is very similar in nature, nearly all authors quoting from
Clifford R, Shaw ^ in his Chicago study.
Shaw and his colleagues have shown rather conclu-
sively that ccnduct symptomatic of predelinquency in
eluding habitual truancy, incipient delinquency, and
the like, t«ids to be clustered or concentrated in
certain well-defined areas. The hipest ratios are
usually found in the congested and disorganized
urban sections lying adjacent to the central bus!
ness and warehouse areas, and the lowest rates in
the outlying sxaburban and residential districts.
Dr. Shaw makes it quite plain that there is a de-
finite relation between his delinquency areas and
juvenile delinquency. Besides he demonstrates a "A
serious relaticn between delinquency and recidivism,!
show that one area vrtiich has a high rate of de- 1
linqaenqy has also a hi^ percentage of recidivism__^
'Clifford R, Shaw and Henry D. McKay, Juvenile Delinquency and
Urbai Areas (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 19^).
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In 1894 Jane Addams was writing about "the subtle
evil* of inadequate and wretched housing," When you
grope, your way through dirty alleys and up rickety
dark stairs and hallways, ever fearful of rats, into
dark, barroi cold rooms and face the sodden despair
of parents vtiose morale has completely broken down
aid see the neglected, sick, dirty little children
you think "can this be America?" And yet even in
places like this, children still ding to those more
intrinsic values of affection and security, vhich
home rasans to them. 9
Miss Merrill comparing a group of non-delinquents,
or her coitrol group, and a group of delinquents found
Twenty-eight homes in a hundred were better than
most of the homes in the same neighborhood in the
control, cnly six in a hundred in the delinquent,
vhereas in this group thirty-five in a hundred were
worse than most of the homes in the neighborhood, as
against ten in a hundred in the control group,
• Using this same type of comparison it is interesting to point
out in the first offenders and recidivist groups in this study that a
far greater p ercentage of first offenders than recidivists come from
the outl3ring area of Boston aid ev«i outside of Boston. More than
60^ of the recidivists lived within a heavily populated circle whose
radii were no greater than one mile in length. ^)fhile it is difficult
to say that the homes in the outlying areas and outside of Boston are
better than those in the center of the city, it is a fact that the
homes in the center are more likely to be older and more dilapitated
®Harry Elmer Barnes and Negley K. Teeters, New Horizons in
Criminology (New York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1947) p. 141.
9jessie F. Binford, Postwar Problems of Youth (Washington, D.C.:
Federal Probation, Oct. - Dec. 1947) Vol. XI, 4:9.
10Merrill, op. cit., p, 78
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than those in the other areas, *<
V. ECONCMIC CCNDITICNS OF HOME
In this study attempted use was made of only two tools in
judging the economic status of the homes of the boys in the two groups
(1) occupation of the father, (2) maithly rentals. Data were in-
sufficient to judge whether the homes were comfortable,marginal or
dependent unless occupation of the father ^ould again be used as a
standard of measurement,
Infonnation as to the amount of rent or ownership of home
was available in only thirty-nine of a total of ninety-ei^t cases,
twenty-three of this thirty-nine were recidivists and only sixteen
among the first offenders. Although these figures cannot be consider-
ed significant, it rai^t be well to include them in the study. Seven
I
of the recidivists parents owned their own homes. One owned an eight-
apartment building, one a three-family house. One of those who rented
a home, rented two rooms. Eight first offenders' parents were home
owners. One owned a two- family house and another raited the bottom
floor. Six recidivists aid three first off«iders rented homes in
the less than $20,00 per month class. In homes that rented from
$21.00 to $30.00 there were four recidivists and three first offenders
Only one first offender and three recidivists lived in homes which
rffited from $31.00 to $40,00. One of each group lived in a home
renting at $41.00 to $50,00 per month, one from the recidivist group
in those renting from $51,00 to $60,00. The parents of one recidivist
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also lived in a home in the $61,00 to $70,00 group. Monthly rentals
as a gauge of economic status can be misleading however, as in the
case of the one boy in the group >4io lived in a home in the $61,00
to $70,00 monthly rental. The actual rent here was $16,00 per week
for three furnished rooms, the father was a $40,00 per week rnaintain-
ance man in a theatre. The only cooking facility was a single electric
hot-plate. Bed clothes were negligible, the court boy was found on
one occasicn dangerously sick, in cold weather, covered with a single
sheet and his coat,
A comparison of the economic status of the offenders as in-
dicated by the occupations of their fathers, is shown in Table VII,
page 32 .
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al, managerial 1 2.33 0 0 5.2
CleilcAl, skilled
trades, retail
business U 9.31 U 7.30 15.0
Rural owners,
farming 0 0 0 0 15.3
Semi-skilled,
minor clerical,
business 13 30.21 13 24.10 30.6
Slightly skilled 7 16.28 9 16.40 -U.3.___
Unskilled 6 13.95 8 15.50 19.5
Unclassified 3 6.98 7 13.00 0
Deserted 4 9.31 3 . 5..4Q . . . 0
Unemployed 3 6.98 h .. 7.30 0
Deceased 2
. ..4,65._ 6 11.00 0
Total 100. 100. 0
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tost of the parents of both the recidivists and first of-
fenders were classified in the lower occupational classification,
Table VII., page 32. Unusual differences, however, are noted only
in the deceased classification and in those listed as unclassified.
Here it is probable that the impact of the loss of the father, or
his lack of attention in supporting his family, resulted in court
appearance in an already precariously adjusted individual.
» Poverty in itself is not exactly a cause of delinquency
but once again the individual reaction to poverty and the strains
and tensions imposed by it frequently do result in producing factors
most favorable to delinquency.
Burt says
If the majority of delinquents are needy, the majority
of the needy do not becane delinquent. Poverty can
only engender crime by its ultimate action, through ways
more often circuitous than plain, upon the inner mental
life of the potential offender. Even where its in-
fluence seems comparatively strai^tforward and immediate,
the poverty that counts is, as a rule, not absolute
poverty, but relative poverty—the ratio of available
means to irresi stable desires and the relative poverty
may be induced quite as much by extravagant wants as
by an insufficient income,
12From Baiay
Lacking seoirity, prestige and authority within
the family, the Individual seeks it outside, by
identifying himself with a gang. Or in other cases,
he merely imitates and pairticipates in his own
family's anti-social activities, learning from them
^^Cyril Burt, The Young Delinquent (London: University of
London Press, 1938) p. 92,
Ralph S, Ban ay. Youth in Despair (New Yoric: Coward-McCann,
Inc,, 1948) p. 44.
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the techniques of stealing for example. The approbation
and esteem of his fellow delinquents (within the family
or within the gang) become vital to his social security.
He may even view a career in crime as one that promises
economic gain and other rewards — another form of security.
It might be noted here that a greater percentage of the re-
cidivists* fathers work in the lower income classification than do
the fathers of the first offenders.
VI. SIZE AND POSITION OF OFFENDER IN FAMILY
Some observers express the view that size of family is not
in itself a determining factor in delinquency. Others say that if
a family is large enough it is more likely that one of them will be
a delinquent. Still others feel that in large families the quality
of discipline aid guidance is affected.
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Offenders 2 9 7 9 7 5 16 5.1 55
Per Cent 3.6 16.4 12,7 16.4 12.7 9.1 29.1 100.
No. of
Recidivists 3 3 5 5 5 6 15 5.4 43
Per C«it 6.9 6.9 11.7 11.7 11.7 14.0 34.3 -
*
97.7
*One of recidivist group unclassified thus accounting for 2.3 per
cent.
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Like the Glueck and Kvaraceus studies, the offenders
in this stucfy- were members of large families. As a matter of fact,
the average in all three studies is five children per family. While
the recidi"vists in this study tend to have slightly larger families
than the iirst offenders, it seems more indicative of the two groups
to note the areas of highest per cent in each group*
Family size is used by the Gluecks as a predictive
factor in judging possible success in correctional schools.
Position in family as a causative factor in delinquency
does not appear in the literature on the subject as often as do the
other factors in this study. It would seem, however, to be a con-
tributory factor in causing jealousy, lack of adjustment and perhaps
a feeling of insecurity among those families consisting of two or more
children.
Miss Merrill says
The position of the boy in the family seems to be
significant in our group, though I think the signifi-
cance lies in the size of the family rather than in
the fact that the delinquent is most often inter-
mediate in a family of four or more children.
^^Op. dt., p. 77.
cit., p. 79.
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Offenders 2 12 10 5 . 11 4 3 8 55
Per Cent 3.6 21.8 18,1 9.1 20.0 7f3 5.5 9.1 100.
No. of





18,5 11.6 16.4 4t7 6,9 9.3
*Cne of recidivist group unclassified thus accounting for 9.3 P«r
cent.
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Among first offenders in this study, the first bom and the
fourth would seem most likely to become court offenders. Third in
order wuld be the second child. "Only" children seem least likely
to get into difficulty with the law. Table IX., page 37.
The second bom seem to appear in court most frequently
among the recidivists, with an equal percentage of the first and
fourth bom, second in order. In this group the fifth born seems
least likely to offend. If we combine both groups, first bom seem
get into trouble most often with "only children" least likely to come
before the court,'
While these figures seem to confirm the hypothesis that
parents of large families cannot give the intensive guidance vdiich
children need, to all children in their families, only slightly more
than 11 per cent of all children in Massachusetts are "only children"
17 ‘
according to the United States Statistical Abstract for 1946,
VII. TRUMCY - SCHOOL RETARDATION
Members of these groups were considered truants whether
chronic, frequent or occasional truants. Those vrtio had committed
truancy only once or twice over a long period of school attendance
were considered regular in attendance.
Retardation was based on the noras established in the Stan-
17
United States Statistical Abstract for 1946 (Washington, D. C,
United States Department of Comnerce, 1946), p. 52,
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ford Achievement Test. A fourteen year old child, according to these
norms, should be in tlie ninth grade.

TABLE X
lERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION CF OFFENDERS




















vists 39.5 65 14-4-18 X8.6 11.6
First
Offend ers 25,U5 14-0-27 12.7 12.7
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It must be remembered that both these groups are court of-
fenders. Thus the difference between the groups §ire not expected to
be as great as that between delinquents and the usual control. The
factors of truancy and school retardation seem to show the most un-
usual difference thus far noted between the recidivists and the first
offenders, as seen in Table X,, page 40.
In other similar studies the percentage of truancy has
been found to vary from 25 per cent of the delinquents in Brockton,
18 19
Mass. to 83 per cent in a London study of 2?6 delinquents.
20
The delinquents studied by the Gluecks in the Boston
Juvenile Court and referred to the Judge Baker Foundation were found
6.4 per cent truant. Quoting from the same paragraph of the Glueck
book,
Even more significant perhaps, than the limited
schooling of the group is the fact that so many of
the boys were behind grade for their age. Only 15
per cent were not reteirded in school and, if a re-
tardation of one year is not to be considered
serious, we can add to this figure 23 per cent more
making a total of only 38 per cent vho were not
more tton one year behind class for their age and
leaving 62 per cent who were two or more years behind
grade. 13 per cent of t hem being definitely
18
Edwin A. Nelscn, "Prevailing Factors in Juvenile Delinquency
in Brockton, Massachusetts" (unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston
University, Boston, 1940) p. 64.
19^A.M.Carr-Saunders, H. Mannhein, and E, C, Rhodes, An Enquiry
into Juvenile Delinquency (Canbridg^, England, The University Press,
1942) p. 86.
20
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feebleminded. In Philadelphia a stuc^ of truants
concluded that almost one -fourth of the truant
diildren were retarded in school, 22
'The great variance in percentages both in truancy and re-
tardation may perhaps be due to the interpretation placed on these
phases of the studies by their authors. This is not too important,
what is significant is the relatively greater number of delinquents
and recidivists who are retarded and truant when compared with the
ccntrol and first offender groups, ^
VIII, RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION
Most of the literature on the subject of delinquency in-
cludes some discussion of religion as pertaining to delinquency.
Most authors, while pointing to the high incidence of delinquency in
certain denominations in those areas in which the studies are under-
taken, seem to hesitate to indicate that any one denomination per se
23
tends to contribute to delinquency, Barnes and Teeters for in-
stance say.
Studies by two distinguished European criminol-
ogists, Aschaffenburg and Bonger, show that Catho-
lics tend t o be more criminal than Protestants aid
that Jews are the least criminal of the three
groups. Such generalization must be accepted
guardedly, for other factors are always present in
attempting to evaluate the criminality of large
^John Otto Reinemai, "The Truant Before the Court" Federal
Probation. Septenber 1948 ), p. 11 .
^^Op. cit., p. 11,
2^0p. cit., p. 222
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groups of individuals. Ir many countries, where
eccaiomic conditions are poorest, the dominant re-
ligion is Catholic. H«ice, since most convicts
come from low eccnomic levels. Catholics tend to
shew unfavorably in the crime statistics.
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No. Cent No. Cent
First
Offend ers 27 49. 0 0
Reddivi sts 37 86. 0 0
City of
Boston * 308.512 59.3 118.000 22.7





PROTESTANT OTHER NO RECORD TOTAL
Ter -P5r T5?
No. cent Cent No. Cent No. Cent
23 41.8 1 1.8 4. . 7.4 __.55. 100.
5 11.6 1 2.4 0 0 43 100.
59.815 17.2 .8 0 0 520,708 100.
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While it appears that a very unusual difference is noted
in the comparison of the off«iders in this study as to religion
(Table XI, page 44) it would seem that these points must be given
consideration (1) a greater percentage of those who consider them-
selves Catholics must be considered as churchgoers than of the
other religions represented, since the Catholic tradition demands
regular attendance; (2) a hi^ percentage of the total group are
runaways thus making a poor basis for comparison, since they are
from outside Boston and thus might not be included in the total
figures; and (3) Boston has more Catholics than any other denom-
ination.
In the absence of recent reliable figures, however, a
comparion cannot be made with total population figures. The statis-
tics involving churchgoers from the Bureau of Census, form a re-
liable basis of conparison. Were it not for the extremely small per-
centage of Jewish delinquents found in previous studies, the com-
plete absence of Jewish boys in this study might be more astounding.
In addition Bostcxi is fortunate in having an extremely active and
affective Jewish movement, with regard to juvenile delinquency,
IX, GROUP AFFILIATION
The concensus of the literature on this subject seems to
say that, vhile organized group affiliations per se have little or
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Offenders 24 43.6 12 21.8 27.3 4 7.3 ,5.5^ 100.
Recidi-
vists ^ 22 2_ 16.3 11 25.6 7 -lid.
(47) (109.3)
43 100.
*Four offenders v*io were active club members also members of un-
organized groups.
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' No unusual differences seeir. apparent between the divisions
of this group, as to group affiliation, xintil we consider the mem-
bership in unorganized groups. Although cnly 7 per cent of the first
off aiders are members of unorganized groups or gangs, more than 16
per cent of the recidivists belong to this category, (Table XII.,
page 47). This significance dwindles somewhat because of the small
nunber of offenders in each division of this category.
With regard t®- group affiliation this study differs greatly
p j
from those studies made prior to this time. The Gluecks ^ for in-
stance, found that 75 per cent of their delinquents had never be-
25
longed to any organizations or clubs, Kvaraceus on the other hand
found cnly 8 per c«it of the delinquent child population holding
membership, vhile l^D per cent of all Passaic children held like mem-
bership.
This study finds that 43.6 per cent of the first offenders
and 51.1 p«r cent of the recidivists are members of organized groups.
This more closely approaches the "all Passiac children" group of the
Kvaraceus study. It is veiy probable, that since the Glueck study.
Boys' Club activities have increased their recruiting and propagan-
dizing to a great extent and that many more boys are now members of
organized dubs.
24
Op. cit., p. 12.
25
*0p. cit., p. 119
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X. GREGARIOUSNESS (F OFFENDERS
While the title of this factor would seem to imply the same
sort of psychological inipetus as that treated in the previous factor,
the implications are very dissimilar. The club affiliation has
association vdth an organized group whereas the sort of gregarious-
ness treated here is unorganized gang association.
since silt ’ilcfiT;! oi msse blua^ 'iciOB'i exiivT lo slii" sllrfri
'io^oe‘5 Quol'jn’iq 9iiq nt be^teo'td- Jedi es eujsqifli IsoigoIorioTjeq lo .tToe
BBri nol^BiiniB diflo 9iiT .i£lii;iieei:b sic e no iJcoiilqrax sdi
-aL'ol'ins^-«*ir}
,
Bcsnsdw quoi^ Jbosinsaio ns ri.ijw rcjxctfiCDoee--?
.nojtst^ inoeee ^.ricg b« el snsd bsJ-Bsn^t eesn
TABLE XIII
DISTRIBUTION CF OFFENDERS
ACCORDING TO NUMBER OF COMPANIONS
AT TM OF OFFENSE IN 1946
Nunber of
Compan ions First Offenders Recidivists All
No. Per Cent No. P«r Cent No. Per Cent
Alone 17 30.9 6 13.9 CM 23.5
One 22 40. 22 51.2
.. 44 44.9
Two 9 16.4 0 0 5 . 9.2
Three 4 7.3 11 25.6 . 15__ . 15.3
Over Three 3 5.4 4 9.3 7 . 7.1
Total
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^Most of the offenders in this group (Table XIII,, page 50)
tend to have one conpanion. The largest percentage in both recidivist
and first offender divisions belong in that category. First offenders
are alone in their delinquencies more frequently than recidivists
»
This is perhaps due to the fact that more than 36 per cent of first
offenders were runaways, and that this type of offender, more often
than not, is alone. The recidivists have a greater tendency to be-
long to larger groups of boys or gangs in the commission of their of-
fenses, Recidivists have a greater percentage of delinquencies attri-
buted to offenses against property. This may be accounted for by the
desire to seek companionship in greater degree since help is usually
necessary in the commission of an offense of this kind. More than 76
per cent of all offenders tend to seek companionship in the offenses
for vAiich th^ were brou^t to court,
“Ihis study compares favorably with other, larger and more
extensive studies in the percentage of boys who seek companionship
in committing their delinquencies. While the Gluecks found that
30 per cent of the boys in their stu^y committed their offenses with-
27
out accomplices, this study and Kvaraceus note only slightly more
than 23 P«r cent in the sane category.
The greatest difference between this and other studies of
a like nature in the category of gregariousness occurs in the number
^Op, cit., p. 12,
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of offenders who chose only one companion. This study finds that
40 per cent of the first offenders, more than 51 per cent of the
recidivists and nearly 45 per cent of the entire group,had one
accomplice. This, in some measure, may be explained by the rather
small number of offenders contained in the stucfy. We feel also that
it may be die to the extreme youthfulness of the offenders and the
fact that most of these boys, in the process of emerging from the
narcissistic phase to the gang or group phase of life, tend at first
to seek a lone companion.
fitanxl tlrfT .nointiqaico *>ac> A^CiX) ?e orb oriw 8'WWi^l'Jo lo
lo ici9t' i»q nerfd -rto-n ^s-jetnollo J-Rir'i »rii '!o c+i»o idc
ano bBfl,qucnj^ a-xrJna 9tid lo inao 't*q G^^lvibioo^
•jafUBT arii \;cf banlBlqxa ad \3m ^cixrti^am sicca nJt ^eiriT .aoilqroooB
dBfid oels leal eW . "^ide adct oL bsnijBJ^foo G"V'br.9V^o lo 'isctCL'n Xl£na
ftriJ bne e^»b^9‘liO arid lo ecatilolridwox amaidxa artf oi Sii) sd vp,^ dx
Slid mortl ^ixsTa^Jf lo eaaooTc aid sii ,8'^oJ a ssrid lo dsor. dBfid dofl
d3iil d6 bfiad ^slll lo atoriq quom lo arid od secrfq oideiB sxo'ifin
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONaUSIONS, LD4ITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
AND NEED FOR FURTffiR RESEARCH
I. SUMMARY
The following statements tend to summarize briefly the
findings in this study.
1. The sharp increase in number of court offenders between
ages thirteen and fifteen is due to first offenders,
2. Recidivists conmit their first offense at a much younger
age than first offenders,
3. The most frequent offenses are running away, and those
committed against property,
4. Most recidivists live in the city proper. Most first
offenders come from outside of Boston,
5. First offenders come from homes slightly better econ-
omically than the recidivists,
6. The families of recidivists are sli^tly larger than
those of the first offenders,
7. The first two children bom into families of this
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8 , Recidivists are no re likely to be truant and to be
retarded in school than the first offenders,
9. Those vho call themselves Catholic are more likely
to be delinquent than those vho are considered to be
members of other rd.igious bodies,
10, Recidivists in this study show more likelihood to
belong either to an organized club or to an unorganized
group, than the first offenders,
11. First offenders tend to be alone in the commission of
their offenses to a greater extent than the recidivists,
II, CONCLUSICNS
Age , It would seem very definitely that the sharp increase
in number of court offenders between age thirteen and fifteen is due
to first offenders. This study found that more than 56 per cent of
its entire group were single offenders. The drastic jump at this
time may be attributed to many factors, chief among which are, emer-
gence into adolescence, a desire for adventure, a greater demand for
recogniticMi, a corapulsicxi to seek companionship.
Recidivists commit their first offense at an average age which
is nearly three years younger than the average of the first offenders,
at least cne appeared in court for the first time shortly after his
eighth birthday. One would tend to conclude cn the evidence, thus
far presented, that at least among the recidivists group, habits
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leading to delinquency and court ^pearance are formed in many
cases prior to attendance at school. One would be led to believe
that preventative guidance is absent or of poor quality in the homes
neighborhood, and even the schools of those offenders vdio appear be-
fore the court. Most of the offenders, particularly the recidivists
were too young at the time of first offense to have had guidance in
clubs or group agencies.
Offenses
. The greater percentage of offenses were
those committed against property and running away. Education which
would lead boys to a respect for the property of others and an in-
creased ability to stand up to and face their problems would seem
to be indicated.
Nei^borhood . It was found in this study that,
while most first offenders came fran outside Boston, more than
60 per cent of the recidivists live within a one mile radius of
the center of the city. The highest percentage of recidivists and
total offender.s came from the Roxbury district. Most multiple of-
fenders come from those congested areas which are part residents!
and part business. This would suggest a relationship between these
marginal areas and recidivism. Apparently preventative guidance
should focus attention on the congested areas of the city, with
special emphasis an the Roxbury district. It wnuld also be rather
interesting to check on the cities and towns from which our runaways
come, in order to discover whether the school systems sponsor a •
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guidance program and, if so, if the problem areas which bother these
boys are given attention.
Economic Conditicns . Differeices between the groups are
not especially unusual when economic conditions of the home are con-
sidered, From the figures provided by the study, however, it may be
stated as a general ccndition that the first offenders come from homes
slightly better economically than those of the recidivists. While
both first off«iders and recidivists come from families which average
more than five children per family, the recidivists families are
slightly larger than those of the first offenders. It would be natural
to assume that as the third, fourth, aid ^i^th child is bom into the
family they are receptive of less and less guidance than the first two.
Yet this stucfy would seem to show that the first two are most likely
to get into difficulty with the law. More than 39 per cent of all
offenders are first bom and more than 36 per cent of all offenders
are born secoid in their families, -l-'hus it would appear that the
parents of these families are negligent in providing guidance until
the difficxilties of the first born urges them to provide proper guid-
ance for those bom later.
Truancy, school retardation . The most apparent differ-
ences between the two group in this study seems to lie in truancy and
school retardation. Fewer first offenders were truants. Nearly 10
per cent of the first offenders were below the grade norm for their
age, and almost 6 per cent more recidivists were in special classes.
Since this and all studies of this nature show a large percentage of
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truancy and retardation amcng delinquents, it would seem safe to con-
clude that greater dissatisfaction in school exists among multiple
offenders or delinquents than among the single offenders or the con-
trol group. Guidance in the very first grade has already been re-
ccxnmended, because of the extreme youth of some offenders. The
question is bound to arise, vhat sort of guidance is suitable for
children of the first grade level
o
Mr. John P, Maloney, principal of the Thomas N, Hart School
District in South Boston, Mass., is now conducting a unique exper-
iment with elemmtary school children which would seem to provide the
answer to this question.
His theory is that much of the truancy and school dissatis-
faction which manifests itself in adolescence is due to lack of ad-
justment and frustration in the elementary schools but especially in
the first grade. He arrived at this conclusion when, as a junior high
school teacher, he attempted to discover why children were coining to
the seventh, eighth and ninth grades unprepared in mathematics and
reading. His search led him back to the first grade. He found
children being promoted to the second grade luiprepared for the new
grade or not being promoted because of their lack of preparation.
As principal, first of the Quincy district, and now of the Thomas
N, Hart district, Mr. Maloney has employed a unique method using an
abacus, microphones, loud speakers and teaching fractions up to sixths
in ending the first school year. With expert teaching, unusually
bright children can accomplish double the work required of them.
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This has resulted in the childr<yi being able to read fluently in
seccand and third grade readers, at the end of the first grade, and
glibly using figures running into the millions. To the knowledge of
this study, no follow up has been undertaken as yet in this experi-
ment. It is the opinion of this study that it will reveal a greatly
reduced truancy and dissatisfaction record in the school experiences
of these fortunate children* Education of this kind is guidance at
its best since it eliminates some of the sources of delinquency at
the very roots.
Religion. This study tends to ^ow a higher percentage of
Catholics than of other religions among our delinquent groups. This
is particularly evident among the recidivists. In order to cope with
this situation the Catholic Archbishop of Boston has recently appointed
a court chaplain for ^ch court dealing vdth juveniles within the arch-
dioces. In additicn he has established the Catholic Boys' Guidance
Center to treat especially problem and delinquent boys.
Club affiliation . Recidivists, according to this study, tend
to be more gregarious than first offenders, A greater percentage of
recidi cists belong to both organized and unorganized groups or gangs.
It would seem, therefore, that a boy may hold membership in organ-
ized groups and yet not participate in those activities which might
provide guidance of a preventative nature. Apparently these group
agencies, per se, do not act as prevsntatives with the exception that
time spent by incipient delinquents in organized group activities is
time that might well be spent in delinquent pursuits were it not for
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Companionship in delinquencies . Most boys choose to have a
companion in committing their delinquencies. The recidivist group,
once again, show a greater tendency toward gregariousness in that less
than 41 per cent are alone in their delinquencies, whereas, more than
30 per cent of the first offenders commit offenses unaccompanied.
Athletics, as a method of guidance, mi^t be used here for preventa-
tive purposes; team athletics for the gregarious boy, individual type
athletics for the fellow v^o tends to act alone. Some difficult has
been encountered at times in interesting the delinquent boy in group
athletics but this stud/^ould like to differentiate between group
athletics, as sponsored by boy agencies, and team athletics, as found
in the football and baseball activities of the Park Department and C,
Y. 0. leagues. The team type of athletics may very well tend to
satisfy the desire to belong to a group and at the same time provide
an outlet for the energies of adolescence. The group type athletics,
however, seem to arouse increased resentment in boys who have already
diown dissatisfaction in regimentation.
Guidance recommendations,
1. Home, neighborhood, and school must be made guidance
coiscious if early delinquency is to be reduced.
2. Boys must be educated to have a respect for property
and to stand up to and face their problems. This can be
acconplished thipu^ guidance, group or individual.
3. Guidance of a preventative nature should be focused
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on the c»ngested and aiarginal areas of the city, with
special emphasis on the Roxbury district.
4. Parents should be advised to be particularly watchful
of the outside activities of the first two childrwi born.
These children should not be made conscious of any parti-
cular attentions given those born later.
5. Guidance in education in the first grade of sdiool
is recommended in order to prevent truancy and school
retardaticn. The program adopted by the Thomas N. Hart
School district of the Boston School System is pointed
to as ai excellent example.
6. School is recommended as the logical place for a
guidance program since here guidance reaches all at the
ages >hen most needed.
7. Team and individual types of athletics are recommended
as preventatives since they provide an outlet for the
energies of adolescence and at the same time build a
healthy conmunity spirit.
III. LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
1. Both groups in this study were delinquents. For
better control in comparison, at least one non-delin-
quent group is reconmended.
2. While court data are standardized, ccxnplete in-
formation was not available in all cases due to the
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peculiar circumstances involved in some.
3. The nuKber of cases involved was too few to provide
conclusive information in some categories.
4. The personality and other important characteristics
of the offenders were not included in this study, thus
providing only a part of the information necessary for
COTiplete study.
5. The data used were those which were available in
the court. For more significant studies a list of re-
quired data should be prepared prior to the research
and information corresponding to that included in the
list should be procured.
IV. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. A follow-up study of first offenders in this group.
2. A follow-up study of the school group at the Thomas
N. Hart School.
3. A study of all offenders committed to training
schools or subsequently committed to other institutions
to check on value of the "punishment” theory.
4. Research on the families of those delinquents >rtio
have moved from mar^nal areas, to discover whether de-
linquency has continued in these families not living in
an area of lew delirquenqy.
5. A study to determine whether overt agressive behavior
in school at adolescence is merely adolescent behavior or
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the results of dissatisfaction and frustration in
elementary school.
6. A study to set up a group discussion, and in-
dividual iype program suitable for adolescent of-
fenders over, at least, a twenty-four period dis-
cussion progran.
7. Research into predictive factors on the basis of
behavior at the elementary school level,
3. Research into the most effective methods of pre-
senting preventative guidance to parents living in
marginal economic areas,
9. Research into the relationship between runaways
and homo-sexuality,
10, Research into the incidence of adv«iture as a
cause of juvenile delinquency.
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